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The material which

follows constitutes most of the opening sec
of the book of the same name, published by Little, Brown and
Company, Boston, 1965. It appears here with the permission of the
authors and of the publisher. The book, in turn, grew out of the
Harry Shulman Lectures, delivered, in the authors' words, "jointly,
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the Yale Law School in 1964.
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discuss automobile accident
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center

interest is

our

somewhat different from that of others who have written
on the
subject. Weare not responding directly to the

of coping with carnage on the high
with the merits of any par
concerned
ways;
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Professor Morris, who was born in New Zealand in
1923, received both his LL.B. and LL.M. from the Uni

versity
won

of Melbourne. His PhD. thesis in

criminology

the Hutchinson Medal from the London School of

Economics of the
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versity
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of
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Law and

University of London in 1950. After
the London School of Economics, the U ni
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Harvard and the
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1958, Bonython Professor of

appointed,
Dean of the Faculty

was

of Law at the University
of Adelaide in Australia. From 1962 until 1964, he was
Director of the Asia and Far East Institute for the Pre
vention of Crime and Treatment of

Offenders,

a

United

Nations agency. Among many other public service activi
ties, Professor Morris served as Chairman of the Ceylon
Commission

on
Capital Punishment, in 1958 and 1959.
The creation of the Kreeger Professorship, the pres
ence on the
Faculty of Norval Morris and University
Professor Francis A. Allen, and the Ford Foundation
grant for the establishment of the Center for Studies in

Criminal
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liability

and

providing both an
liability and compensation theories. Our concern there
fore is with policy.
Speaking loosely, the main question is usually taken to
involve a single choice between the common law system
in which not all victims recover, and where inevitably
there is delay in paying claims, and an auto compensa
tion plan under which every victim would get something,
including prompt payment of medical and emergency
expenses. This is too stark a contrast because of possible
as

of

tort

look upon auto accidents
active and a finite area for testing
we

compensation

on

the

common

plans.· Thus if

we

law side and among auto
add to the common law

compulsory liability insurance and comparative neg
ligence-neither of which can now be considered a radi
cal change-we end up with a negligence system under
which the vast majority of victims recover something,
albeit not promptly. And similarly if we postulate a com
pensation plan which embodies a low ceiling on damages,
both

would have a scheme under which victims as a class
bear a large part of the losses. Moreover, most of the plans
which have been offered resemble the common law to the
we

extent

by

that all losses

are

thought

of

as

being

motorists and victims of accidents. If

borne

only

we were to con

special combination of tort law and social
English variety as constituting a plan, it
differs both from the common law and from other plans
in that the public at large, through tax funds, bears part
of the losses. But enough has been said to indicate why
our
subject cannot quickly be reduced to a simple policy
ceive of the

insurance of the

choice.
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for
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